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The Pirates of the Gold Coast is a story of old Pirates that dominate the formal Songhai
Empire there powers roars across all coastal regions of African states. They are bad wind that
blows no man no good, their castle at the island of Oddy was a mystery paradise on earth but
like they say that it is also bliss of hail fire on the day of your judgment. Tana Mountaina was
just a victim of circumstances, having lost his only brother in the hands of village desperados,
a fraternity that traditional rooted. Tana was caught up by a destiny which he canâ€™t change
but to flow with it. This Pirates was seen as rebels in the eyes of the people of the gold coast,
the then Songhai empire was in rampage, killing, robbing and kidnapping wax strong, things
fall apart that even the government only chance become if you canâ€™t beat them then join
them. Their fortress grew strong and vast for their members are in all forms of works, fields
and occupation, and their connection spread across all sectors of professions. So no one knows
whom to trust or where to rely for safety. Banks and Gold Mines became their targets as their
merchant ship export Gold and other resources per weekly bases. Their connections was
supported by a lot of foreign world powers, so they have the best of weapon, training and
devices, their resident is beyond the horizon where only those that chosen by Oddy can sail to
that very island. Oddy was seen as god and those rebels worshiped at his feet. But Oddy built
his castle currency popularly used in the casino gaming and other international payment
because it was coin out of pure gold, although those that Oddy love most die young, and there
is no mercy when you come their believe and practice. These Pirates change the entire face of
the Gold Coast. These Pirates happens to succeed for major crime, robbing and corruption in
high level and high places in the region for many years and their capital base raise high than
that of the state itself, but one day to their utmost surprise, the Kumasi Metro Police in
connection with the police district commander stormed on them as they were about to carry
another attack and the police opened fire, shooting at random. Unfortunately, two bullets hit
Roseâ€™s chest, Tanaâ€™s most loved lady and she died instantly. Tana realizing the
intensity of the whole thing hastily took to his heels and jumped into a ditch. He stayed in the
ditch, hiding under the cows he found there from 3.30 am when he began falling asleep but on
hearing the cock crow. He woke up immediately and took to his heels again, he ran for about
45 kilometers away from the boarders of Gold Coast. Unfortunately Tana fainted after
crossing the boundary. He regained his consciousness, only to find himself in a ship full of
White men and captured and chained slaves. He didnâ€™t believe at first and even thought he
was dreaming, he stood up and shook himself to wake up from the dream, only to realize
itâ€™s indeed a reality. He exclaimed! Ohh my God, if I were to be a vulture, I would have
to inherit patience like wealth. Tana added the evil practice is like sweet perfume, but they
never last forever while the good deeds, is like blood that flowâ€™s in the vain for as long as
a man lives.
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The three volume narrative was done according to my way of .. coasts outlined by the Red Sea
and the Persian Gulf, with its deserts formerly known in the Bible as the Paran. [1] Balyuzi,
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Muhammad and the Course of Islam, GR Geroge From then on these rebels showed
themselves zealots as of the.
Timbuktu also spelled Tinbuktu, Timbuctoo and Timbuktoo is an ancient city in Mali, situated
20 After a shift in trading routes, Timbuktu flourished from the trade in salt, gold, ivory and
slaves. A Moroccan army defeated the Songhai in and made Timbuktu, rather than Gao,
Google books: Volume 1, Volume 2. The Negroes of the Gold Coast believe in an indwelling
spirit, the Kra, .. Frobenius, The Voice of Africa, vol. 1, p. ; Dr. Bleek, Folk-Lore, June 30, , p.
. The principal legend of the Songhay, a nation that dwelt on the Niger, Meanwhile the tribe on
the shore would sing its chant of farewell. down the coast of East Africa and joined trading
caravans across the Sahara to West . As had been true since the days of the first river-valley
civilizations (see Chapter 1), govern- . African gold moved in quantity across the .. pected him
of intending to rebel, so he questioned him, and, .. shores of the Indian Ocean.
A Map of the Gold Coast: European Fortresses and African .. smuggling, the historiography of
piracy in the Atlantic World, mercantile history, the . History of the Slave Trade to America,
vol 1 (Washington, D.C.: .. The Songhai empire's supply of gold dwindled, and affected the
economies of nations. The Golden Age of Islam in the Sahel: the example of Songhay
humanism . Iâ€“6( b).1 The trade links between Europe and Africa in the sixteenth- Muslim
ships would arrive at the Spanish coastal cities and take on board, free of charge, Muslims
wishing to depart for the shores of the Maghreb. by the pirate Darghut.
Unit 1. Origin of Africa. Unit 2. Slave Trade. Unit 3. Abolition of Slave Trade. Unit 4 ..
empires of Ghana, Mali and Songhai in the West Sudan, and also central. Sudanese . colonies
in the Mediterranean were founded by Greek pirates, who plundered the . company for West
Africa slave trade and set up fort in Gold Coast. 30 â€œRace Rebelsâ€•: From Indigenous
Insurgency to Hip-Hop Mania . 22/09/, PM. 1. A Companion to African American History
African Diaspora are the subject of the essays in this volume, written by historians, West
Africa had a most highly developed trading system: coastal riverine and.
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